Ethical Policy of SMTR
AUTHORS
Authors have to ensure that research work they submit is original, fully referenced and that all authors are represented
precisely. The authors must fill in and sign the ‘Declaration Form’ authorizing SEMCOM to publish the research paper in
SEMCOM Management & Technology Review (SMTR) and declaring in writing that:


The contribution is original, except for such excerpts from copyrighted works which may be included in the
reference. Fabrication, falsification or selective presentation of data which might mislead, is unethical.



In case the paper upon acceptance is not found to be up to the level, the authors will be required to modify/edit as
per the suggestions from the review committee and the whole process of acceptance would be reapplied before final
acceptance for publication.



The paper has not been published in the same form elsewhere. Simultaneous submissions of same manuscript to
different journals will be removed without any consideration.



The author/s will not publish above said contribution anywhere else without the prior written permission of the
publisher.



Author/s has/have to transfer the unlimited rights of publication of the paper in whole to SMTR. The copyright
transfer covers the exclusive right to reproduce and distribute the article, including reprints, translations,
photographic reproductions, microform, electronic form (offline, online) or any other reproductions of similar nature.



The signatories signs for and accepts responsibility for releasing this material on behalf of any /or all co-authors.



Research Papers should include a full list of the current position and institutional affiliations of all the authors.



It is desirable to preserve the data collected for analysis along with questionnaire for future reference of prospective
researchers.

PLAGIARISM
Be informed that all submissions pass through plagiarism scan done through plagiarism detection software. Authors are
required to check the originality of the paper on their own before submission. Authors are required to comply with any
consequent investigation in case where the editor/published is dissatisfied with the evidence or the explanation.
COPYRIGHT
The copyright of the articles that are accepted for publication and finally published is to be given to SMTR. Moreover
authors are required to declare that the copyright requirements of material used directly or indirectly in the article are
accordingly fulfilled. SMTR reserves the copyright and holds the right to use and disseminate the material in any form or
medium, i.e. print or electronic. Nevertheless SMTR gives the right to authors to cite or refer their submitted article in any
printed books or publication. But for other usage a written permission is to be obtained prior to publication.
The published article cannot be reproduced, photocopied or sold except with prior permission. For reprints and permission
editors may be contacted through smtr@semcom.ac.in or Ph. 91- 02692 – 235624. Soft copy of the same can be downloaded
by visiting www.semcom.ac.in.

In case, Ethical Misconduct is detected.
If ethical misconduct is detected in published content, we may publish a statement of concern while the case is being
investigated. If the investigation reveals violation of policy, we may announce submission ban for author/s.

